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Economics Research Methods Overview
 Emphasis is on critical thinking and analysis
- engage with and critically assess a variety of research methods use by
economists and others
You will be assigned reading after every lecture. Keep up with these. Lectures build on each other

 Lots of positive externalities associated with this module. Doing well will boost

grades on this module but lots of spin-off benefits
 Assist with your reports/dissertation when you move into third year
 Foster critical thinking and analytical skills which will help you engage with and answer

questions in other modules
 Look at media reports, newspaper headlines and science more generally with a more
informed and critical eye

Features of the module
 Will provide a rich overview of a multitude of research methods used by economists

-You will need to understand how they all relate to each other and to be able assess relative strengths
and weaknesses
 Throughout the module we will look at the application of these methods in tackling real world scenarios in

which researchers have addressed an important empirical issue, e.g. the impact of education for earnings,
smoking/pollution on birthweights, the economic effects of immigration etc.
 Foster skills that will enable you to both critically appraise the veracity of research findings and to develop

your own applied research project
 Problem based as opposed to technique orientated module

- Those of you studying econometrics and statistics etc. will get a much more in-depth and fascinating
exploration of a wide array of specific econometric techniques

 Thinking critically: Correlation v Causation

- Importance of Causal identification
- Correlation v causality
Research Methods
- Observational studies - Regression analysis
- Pure experimental designs
- Natural and quasi experiments
- Laboratory experiments
- Qualitative Research methods
Survey design and data collection
- Principles of survey design and data collection
- Research ethics

Critically evaluating research results
- Errors in statistical reasoning and judgement biases
- Statistical overreach

Why aliens exist, the power of the supernatural, chocolate consumption can
make you smarter and other random stuff!

Do aliens exist?
 Egyptologists and Numerologists, they discover “too strange” relationships in

Pyramid dimensions.







(2 x base)/height = p
base/casing stone = 365
height * 109 = distance from earth to sun
density of the earth
period of the procession of the earth’s axis
mean temp of the earth’s surface

 Conclusion: Space aliens directed the construction of the Pyramids?
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What about the supernatural
 Antony Hopkins signed to play a leading role in a play based

on the novel the Girl from Petrovka
- Travelled to London to buy book – none had one but found it on
train
- Told author about this occurrence – author intrigued mentioned
that in 1971 he had lent a copy to a friend - uniquely annotated.

 Same copy! – what supernatural forces steered Antony

Hopkins through space and time to the same seat in the same
underground station at the same point in time?

In case I still haven’t convinced you?
 A woman in New Jersey has won the lottery twice
 Major Summerford has been struck by lightening several times (this is true)

What can explain it?

What can explain it?
 Aliens, supernatural forces or ……

What can explain it?
 Aliens, supernatural forces or ……

 The shit happens theorem

The shit happens theorem
and selectivity)

 Put differently – the law of truly large numbers (

 Coincidences, miracles and rare events happen every day – you just have to look hard enough!
 We remember and look for coincidences – conditioned to look for causal patterns
 Dissonance between how the Universe behaves and how it actually behaves

 Not every finding has a causal explanation – can just be random noise

But our brains are such that we can, and do, find patterns in noise
My big hope is that after this module you will learn to think more deeply
about cause and effect and be able to identify spurious correlations

Law of small numbers
Answer the following question
 Take a set of six babies born at random at hospital. Which of the following sequences are most likely?

- BBBGGG
- GGGGGG
- BGBBGB
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 Painting a picture – pattern 2 in particular looks like something that needs to be explained

Law of small numbers
Answer the following question
 Take a set of six babies born at random at hospital. Which of the following sequences are most likely?

- BBBGGG
- GGGGGG
- BGBBGB

 Painting a picture – pattern 2 in particular looks like something that needs to be explained

What about if I presented the data like this: BBBGGGBGBBGGGGGBGGBBBBGGBGBGBGBBGGBBBGBBGGBBBBBGG
GBGGGGGGGBBGGBGBB

The law of small numbers
 Many people believe in the law of small numbers
- we falsely expect even short sequences of random events to show the

kind of average behaviours that in fact only appears in the long run

In statistical speak: Dangerous to extrapolate from small sample sizes as the data
might not be representative of the distribution – we will be coming back to this in
more detail in a later lecture

Correlation v causality
 You have all heard “correlation does not cause causation”

- but we get this wrong a lot!
 How can factors be correlated but not causally related?

Pure chance!

Confounding – omitted variable bias
 What is going on here:

A 1999 study published in nature showed that children under the age of 2 who slept
with night lights were more likely to develop myopia
 Conclusion don’t leave the light on!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8B271L3NtAw
Is this conclusion warranted?

Confounding – omitted variables
 What is going on here:

A 1999 study published in nature showed that children under the age of 2 who slept
with night lights were more likely to develop myopia
 Conclusion don’t leave the light on!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8B271L3NtAw
Is this conclusion warranted?
Type of self-selection (omitted variable) bias

Does chocolate consumption make you smarter?

Messerli, F.H. (2012) Chocolate Consumption, Cognitive Function, and Nobel
Laureates. New England Journal of Medicine, 367:1562-1564

Correlation v causation: Example media headlines
 Coffee drinkers live longer than non-coffee drinkers

- headline and the general article makes the suggestion that you would live longer than if you didn’t do it
 Walking quickly can prevent depression: Study reported an association between the time it takes you to walk a

certain distance (e.g. to your car, work, etc.) and the likelihood of depression.
- conclusion – walk quickly to ward off depression!
 In both instances there is a strong correlation between these variables (coffee consumption and life

expectancy, and walking speed and depression) and article in turn suggests a causal relationship. Can you see
how in both instances why a causal relationship may not be right?

The solution
 Observational studies coupled with statistical methods

- try to ‘control’ for any bias. e.g. through regression analysis/adjustment
- e.g. in chocolate consumption and Nobel laureates example – ‘control’ for income differences
across countries
 Field experiments and laboratory experiments: Researchers randomises people into a treatment and

a control group
- Ensures that any omitted variables are equally distributed across both groups – permits causal identification
 Natural (quasi-experiments): Researcher does not allocate people into a treatment and a control group

but takes advantage of something (e.g. new policy, law, event that does)
 As the module progresses we will be delving into all these in far more detail

Reading
 Some discussion pieces/blog posts that will help you get started in this area. Please

read before class on Thursday.
 https://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/correlation-causation-and-

confusion
 https://towardsdatascience.com/correlation-vs-causation-a-real-world-example9e939c85581e

